Practical aspects of actigraphy and approaches in clinical and research domains.
Actigraphy involves acquisition of data using a movement sensor worn continuously on the nondominant wrist, typically for a week or more. Computer-based algorithms estimate sleep episodes by analysis of continuous minutes of no to low movement, or spans of time when movement is relatively low compared with movements during presumed ambulatory wakefulness. Inherent advantages of actigraphy over polysomnography include its noninvasive nature, cost-effectiveness, lesser burden on patients/research participants, and ability to collect data over multiple days/nights, thereby allowing examination of sleep-wake patterning. Therefore, actigraphy is emerging as a common method to objectively assess sleep parameters providing estimates of sleep duration and continuity. Modes of actigraphy data collection, scoring algorithms, sleep quality/disturbance measures, validation studies, and clinical and research applications are discussed.